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Mold the character as you see fit by
utilizing unlimited combinations of existing
weapons, armor, and magic. Discover the
lands between and interact with the
various characters, creating an epic drama
full of fragments. The game will be
released with 5 difficulties, Adventure,
Heartbreak, Elmen, Frustrations and Rage.
Difficulty increases with the difficulty of the
map, and will vary from 1 and 4. APPLY
FOR VACCINATION BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Vaccination requirements differ for Japan
and overseas. In Japan, the vaccine is
required only for certain places. Medical
Institution * City Medical Institute *
Hospital * Clinic For Japan’s vaccination
system, please visit For vaccines other
than Japan’s vaccination system, you may
need to get the vaccine. Make sure to
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check requirements for your country and
region. Locations in Game * The Citadel
(Main Dungeon) * The Lighthouse * A Day
in the Wood * The Vault (Artificial World) *
The Ocean (The Void) * The Blizzard (The
World Between) • A search system that
allows you to search for things other than
monsters and items. • A Dash system that
allows you to travel with ease. • Unlike in
other MMORPGs, you can choose to go to
any world based on your character’s
feelings and plans, such as asking for a
quest or simply going on a stroll. • You can
easily get hints from multiple people, such
as in Hints from Acquaintances or Hints
from the World. • You can communicate
with other players using Secret Notes from
Acquaintances. • You can call for help from
Acquaintances and talk to them. • Your
acquired items and skills and the legendary
sword can be transferred between worlds.
• Solo Mode for a self-directed experience.
• This system was created after
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discussions with users and we have
received feedback that some of the system
was unclear. • We have also changed the
names for maps, setting and other things
so please be advised that some things
have changed. • In order to be a part of an
ongoing fantasy drama

Elden Ring Features Key:
PvP Role-Playing Games Four-player cooperative / competitive battles.
Various Battle Types Encounter enemies of various types, specializing in skillful battle via mountain-
dodging, elementals, monsters, and dragons, skillfully utilizing teamwork and multidisciplinary
combat.
Unique Combat Engaging with the enemy and utilizing important techniques through a mechanical
RPG system.
Misc Character leveling, stronghold sharing, music collection, and trade.
Story A quest to serve as the reason why the Eight Princes left the Elden Ring.

 

Thanks for checking out the Elden Ring IV preview! You can find links below that will take you
back to all of the posts leading up to today's. If you haven't clicked on over to the official Elden
Ring IV web site, you might want to. If you find a bug on this page that I haven't fixed or need
to point out to me, feel free to drop a comment.
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